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Three Types of Farmers who Buy Equipment

Established, large-scale farmers: Farmers with more than 5 years’ experience and 50 acres or more. These 
operations typically have substantial expertise in equipment purchasing.

Established, small-scale farmers: Those with 50 acres or less, but who have substantial experience.

New, small-scale farmers: Those without substantial previous experience, who are buying equipment for a 
newly established farming operation of less than 50 acres. This is the intended audience for this guide.
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A Few Words of Caution

Many small-scale farmers assume that their experience owning a car is transferable to owning farm 
equipment, since cars and small farm equipment are roughly the same size and both have a similar number of 
moving parts. However, basing your assumptions on car ownership experience is a pitfall.

Cars manufactured in the last 20 years can generally be expected to get to 100,000 miles with nothing more 
than oil changes and fuel. This is largely because over the past 100 years, engineers have continually 
improved the suitability of car components to their environment.

The environment in which agricultural machinery operates is not predictable or consistent, so it isn’t possible 
for engineers to make farm equipment as reliable as cars are. Even new, high-quality machinery will have at 
least some unforeseen problems during the first 20% of its service life.

Furthermore, parts for agricultural machinery are specialized and low-volume. You do not have a choice of 
AutoZone, Advance Auto, and 3 NAPA stores. Typically, lead time for parts is around 2 weeks, and they must 
be shipped from outside of New Jersey. You will not get the machine running “later today”, as is often the case 
with cars. This means breakage is much more problematic than with a car.
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Rules of Thumb for farm operations planning

Typically, on established small farms, about 1/3 of tasks planned will not go according to plan, due to an 
unforeseen issue with either machinery or weather. You are doing a good job if more things go according to 
plan than not. This must be accounted for in budgets, business plans, and daily “to do” lists.

This rate is about ½ for newly established farms at the small scale. Your goal at this point in the game is to 
improve your operational flexibility. Anyone can read a textbook and recite how a plant grows and what 
nutrients it needs. Your success is determined by how you stack the odds against failure, not by how easily 
you can recite what success looks like. Win the game by tweaking the odds in everything you do.

There are two main ways to do this through equipment purchasing:

1. Manage equipment lifecycle
2. Building redundancy in equipment inventory

These complementary strategies will be discussed in detail over the next several slides.
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Managing Equipment Lifecycle

Agricultural tractors typically have a lifecycle of 12,000 hours.
Drawn implements typically have a lifecycle of 8,000 hours.

To compare this to cars in a “dog years” way, getting a tractor to 6,000 hours is like getting a car to 100,000 
miles, and getting it to 12,000 hours is like getting a car to 200,000 miles.

As with getting a car past 200,000 miles, getting a tractor past 12,000 hours is easily doable, but results in a 
loss of operational flexibility. Past 12,000 hours, the machine working is mostly a matter of luck, and is 
therefore difficult to plan around. High maintenance costs and downtime will be a given.

For new small scale farms, the infrastructure to keep machines running past 6,000 hours is generally not cost-
effective. Furthermore, due to small farms’ limited equipment inventory, this loss of operational flexibility 
cannot be compensated for through equipment redundancy. Therefore, avoid buying machinery with more 
than 6,000 hours on it, and sell it if it reaches that point during your ownership.
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Uptime

Age

Relationship between Uptime and Age, given typical small farm maintenance infrastructure

Aim to buy equipment 
somewhere in this 
range, where uptime is 
usually over 75%.
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Maintenance Costs during Equipment Lifecycle

Costs are represented by 
the variable x, which 
differs between 
equipment type and 
power rating.

Maintenance costs for farm equipment do 
rise over time, but not as fast as with cars. 
As equipment ages, parts tend to become 
slightly cheaper, which dampens the 
effect of breakage becoming more likely.
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Rules of thumb for maintenance costs

Annual Cost, USD:
$ = 300 + (Horsepower x (2.5 + (Hours/6,000)))

For tractors, use the “Drawbar HP” rating.

For drawn equipment, use the “Recommended Tractor Horsepower” listed in the 
manual. If you’re looking at equipment and don’t have manuals yet, Google what 
the recommended horsepower is for a similar implement. Minimum horsepower 
recommendations typically vary only with equipment type and width, and are 
relatively constant across brands and year of manufacture.
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Equipment Sale Value over Lifecycle

Farm equipment depreciates slowly over the first 2/3 of its 
lifecycle.

The curve starts to bend downward here as uptime 
begins to fall below 75% and the machine becomes less 
useful to a profitable farm.

Age and technological obsolescence 
have made the machine valuable only 
as a spare or as a historical curiosity.
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Where on the curve should I be?

In economic terms, buying a brand-new tractor is most cost-effective for new farms. There isn’t a 
substantial savings to buying “off-lease” equipment, but you will lose about half of your remaining 
operating hours. Remember, you win the game by beating downtime, not by reducing operating costs for 
equipment. A farm adds value by growing things, not by reinventing ways to run tractors. An added 
bonus with new equipment is that you’ll get dealer support and a warranty.

However, in most cases, access to capital is limited and will not allow the purchase of an all-new fleet. 
Purchasing decisions will be some compromise between the optimal points on the downtime, 
depreciation, and maintenance-cost curves.

What’s the best compromise?
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The Best Compromise for Your Farm

Many new farmers buy equipment past this bend in the 
curve, mistakenly assuming that maintenance costs, which 
rise somewhat linearly, are the determinant of value for 
farm machinery. Their expectation that the lower upfront 
cost amounts to a savings is rarely met.

Past this bend, the cost of repairs made in a hurry will 
outweigh any initial savings after one season.

Try to buy equipment somewhere on this flat part 
of the lifecycle-over-value curve. Costs will be 
slightly higher, but remaining uptime (which is 
the machine’s value to us) is about 150% greater. 
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Redundancy in Equipment Inventory

In a limited number of cases, it can make sense to acquire 
equipment past the bend in the curve.

For example, some very specialized equipment may not be 
available new. Additionally, you may come across a deal too 
good to pass up- old disc harrows in the hedgerow of your new 
farm, neighbor is scrapping a moldboard plow, etc.

In these cases, you’ll need redundancy in your fleet. You don’t 
necessarily need two of everything. An example would be 
buying a rototiller near the end of its lifecycle. This is feasible if 
you also have a heavy roller harrow, or a chisel plow and a light 
harrow. This would give you options if the rototiller fails during 
a critical planting time.
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Redundancy in Equipment Inventory (Cont’d.)

As your farm grows, you’ll be able to either buy newer equipment, or add more redundancy in the 
fleet. Depending on a number of personal preferences, some established farmers choose to rely 
solely on redundancy, rather than spending money to reduce the downtime of any particular piece 
of equipment.

This strategy usually is not feasible for new, small-scale farmers, for several reasons. The most 
important one is that the extra equipment takes up space. Most new farmers need all the space 
they have for growing crops. Secondly, buying very old equipment means you’ll need to make a 
much bigger upfront investment in maintenance infrastructure and expertise, because breakages 
will be more common and many parts will need to be fabricated in-house. Lastly, having two 
pieces of equipment with 50% uptime still only leaves you with a 75% chance that one of them will 
work, which is far less than ideal when dealing with weather and hired labor.

If you can’t afford a good example of a particular piece of equipment, you can’t afford to fix a bad 
one. Buy a smaller one in good condition.
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Example: Buying a rototiller

This new model from Tractor Supply is a great deal at $2,200. 
It’s not the most reputable brand, but it’s new and it’ll work!
But you might not have $2,200 to spend on a tiller...

…so you consider a few on TractorHouse.com. This is a good buy 
too, at a savings of $400 over the new one. It’s also a good brand.

This is a good deal too, at $1,200 on TractorHouse. It has fairly new 
blades, and the paint indicates it’s had a short life so far.
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Example: Buying a rototiller (cont’d.)

This is an obvious bad deal. This one is not priced very far below new, 
but the paint and the shape of the blades tell us it doesn’t have a long 
life ahead of it. It may be worth 1/3 of the new price to keep around as a 
spare. You might convince the seller to come down to $1,000, where it 
would make sense to keep as a spare, but there are better options 
anyway. Keep looking.

This is a great example of a not-so-obvious bad deal. It’s a great 
brand, and priced at about 1/3 of the new price for this model. 
Look at the paint, though. It’s old. Old enough to have new tines, 
in fact, according to the other pictures- but what about the 
gearbox, and the U-joints, and the bearings? Not knowing this 
means we can’t plan around this machine working, and it has 
almost no value to us. Why would someone sell it with new 
blades, if it’s so great to have around the farm?
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…but, what if I don’t have $1,500? Can I buy this one and just 
hope for the best?

NO. Buy a smaller one. If you can’t afford a $1,500 rototiller, 
you can’t afford to fix a rototiller that should be $1,500.

Buying one size smaller than ideal is generally better than 
buying one size larger than ideal, and it leaves you with less 
risk as the smaller the equipment, the more liquid the 
market. This topic is covered more extensively in Solanum’s 
upcoming Guide to Selecting Equipment for Small-Scale 
Farms.
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Where are these numbers coming from?

Examples in previous slides have assumed that prices for farm equipment are transparent and efficient. 
Prices are often not transparent, especially for specialized equipment, where the market usually isn’t 
liquid. However, some sources of equipment do usually offer efficient prices, and our goal is to find these 
rather than master the art of divining the exact lifecycle remaining on a particular item.

How should I determine where a particular item should be priced?
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Step 1: Look up the new price for the equipment. This often isn’t publicly available for specialized 
equipment, so you may have to do some extensive Googling. Get prices from at least 2 sources. If this 
doesn’t work, call a few dealers and ask for an official quote.

Step 2: Divide the new price in half. This is your price “ballpark” during the search phase.

Step 3: Google search for the used equipment you want. eBay completed listings, Govdeals asking 
prices, and TractorHouse.com asking prices are generally a good guide to see the “ballpark” for your 
equipment.

Step 4: Find the best piece of equipment your price can buy. Determining where in its lifecycle a 
particular item is can be difficult and is as much an art as a science, but the next few slides offer some 
tips and suggestions.
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Determining equipment life remaining

First clue: Hour meter
On equipment less than 15 years old, it’s generally safe to assume the hourmeter is correct. However, 
hourmeters frequently fail on farm tractors, so older ones are often on the second or third odometer and the 
reading should be assumed false.

If it’s on it’s second or later hourmeter, it’s too old to be of much value to a new farm.

Second clue: Wear item condition
For drawn implements, Google around for technical info on that type of machine, and find out what these 
parts are. For example, on a plow, they would be the points, knees, and landslides. Use Google to find out 
what a new one looks like, and use that to estimate what the wear is.

Any visible oil leaks around gearboxes, shafts, wheels, etc., mean the machine is probably too old for us.

For specific advice on a particular item, contact Solanum, LLC or another trusted mechanic.
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Where should I buy equipment?

Auctions generally offer efficient, fair prices, but don’t buy older equipment at them. All of the 
equipment there is being sold by a farm that went out of business, so older equipment at auctions, as a 
rule, generally isn’t cost-effective for new farms. Buying newer equipment at auctions, though, can be a 
good deal.

Ask your network, too. The pesticide dealer, your fertilizer supplier, whoever you buy your seeds from, 
or a neighbor. These people know who’s selling equipment, and have a vested interest in their 
reputation.

Dealers of used farm equipment can be a mixed bag. Ask your network about their reputation before 
dealing with them. Some offer good deals.

Don’t buy over online auctions unless you’re close enough to pre-inspect the item.

Most importantly, check the Lancaster Farmer every week!
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A further note on budgeting for maintenance:

As noted earlier, unforeseen breakage is a given when operating farm equipment. In combination with the 
foreseen adjustments, small modifications, and maintenance you’ll be doing, make sure you invest in at 
least a few tools. Most profitable small-scale farms have at least $750 invested in a few wrenches, buckets 
for oil changes, and jacks. Day-to-day, you’ll also need a few hammers, screwdrivers, and adjustable 
wrenches lying around. Make sure you read the manual for any equipment you buy, and that you have 
the tools to do everything in the “maintenance” section.

Whenever you buy a piece of equipment, ALWAYS get the manual! It will save you money in short order. 
Furthermore, it may teach you things you didn’t know about how to use the equipment. This is cheaper 
than learning by trial and error when real money is on the table. If the manual isn’t included with the sale, 
manuals can almost always be had on eBay or on the manufacturer’s website.
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SUMMARY

-Buy used equipment priced at, and worth, about half the cost of new.

-If you can’t afford it, buy a smaller one.

-Your goal is for more than half of your tasks to go as planned.

-Buy the manual for EVERY piece of equipment.

-Follow the directions in the manual.
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Thanks for watching, and have a safe, productive growing season!

For more information on buying used equipment, or anything at all to do with moving parts and 
farming, contact Solanum, LLC at 732.693.8312 or visit www.solanum-service.com

Compiled 03 July, 2019 by Curtis McKittrick for Solanum, LLC. ATG-01

This document may be used or reproduced in whole, without charge, for educational or instructional 
purposes. May not be reproduced in part without permission.


